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Definition

The Mesoamerican Color Survey (MCS) col-

lected color-naming and categorization data

from approximately 900 speakers from each of
116 indigenous languages from regions in Meso-

america or Central America. Analyses of these
data were originally reported by Dr. Robert

E. MacLaury, principal investigator of the sur-

vey. The MCS data exist as a public-access color
categorization and naming digital archive, in con-

junction with other color categorization data col-

lected by MacLaury, and are available at http://
colcat.calit2.uci.edu/.

Introduction

Human categorization behavior is widely studied
across the behavioral sciences. It underlies many

cognitive functions, including concept formation,

decision making, learning, and communication.
Color appearance, similar to other natural cate-

gorization domains, has distinctive features or
properties that vary along continuous dimen-

sions. Semantic color categories, their formation,

their best exemplars and boundaries, and the
influence of these on human behavior have been

the topics of much empirical study, receiving

considerable attention from anthropologist, lin-
guists, cognitive scientists, and psychologists.

The general aim of such research is to understand

human color categorization and how it is cogni-
tively and culturally represented across lan-

guages. For the case of color categories, the

literature suggests that there are “universal
trends” in human color representations with the

category best exemplars being predictable across

languages [1–7], and there are culturally specific
color categorization influences [8–15], as well as

human evidence [16–22] and simulated color cat-

egory evolution evidence [23–27], suggesting
combinations of universal, cultural, and prag-

matic influences on color categorization and

naming behaviors.
The Mesoamerican Color Survey (MCS) is

one of the two existing databases (the other

being the World Color Survey or WCS; see
“▶World Color Survey”) which directly
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investigated, on a large scale, color naming and
categorization across many linguistic societies.

The MCS and the WCS employ nearly identical
standardized procedures for evaluating large

numbers of color stimuli, languages, and infor-

mants. The Mesoamerican Color Survey was
conducted by Robert E. MacLaury during the

years 1978–1981. MCS data were collected by

MacLaury himself, or by research associates and
colleagues in Mesoamerica, whom MacLaury

trained and directed. The MCS data represent

interviews with 900 speakers of some 116 Meso-
american languages. It is estimated that more

than 100 indigenous languages are spoken in

Mexico and Central America. Like most lan-
guages each MCS language has a color lexicon

that partitions environmental color appearance

stimuli according to a pattern that is specifically
relevant to a given language’s speakers. But

every local MCS system of color categorization

also shares characteristics with systems observed
for otherMesoamerican languages and with those

of languages elsewhere in the world. MacLaury

published analyses of theMCS data in the context
of his Vantage Theory modeling approach

([28–30], see ▶Vantage Theory of Color).

MCS and Theories of Color
Categorization

Humans can discriminate on the order of 10^6

different colors, many more colors than any indi-

vidual can name reliably. Most of the 7,000 living
languages have some form of a color lexicon.

Various theories in the literature have sought to

account for empirical findings on how each lan-
guage represents color concepts and how such

representations evolve, changing over time, and

successively form hierarchical linguistic repre-
sentations of color appearance similarity. In

1969 Brent Berlin and Paul Kay were among

the first to systematically empirically examine
how different linguistic societies represented

color and theorize how color lexicons might sim-

ilarly evolve ([1], see “▶Berlin & Kay Theory”).
In the data they collected from 20 unrelated lan-

guage families, they found (a) that there exist

universal crosslinguistic constraints on color
naming and (b) that basic color terminology sys-

tems tend to develop in a partially fixed order.
Berlin and Kay made two conjectures about

the evolution of color lexicons: (1) There is a

limited set of basic color terms (abbreviated as
BCTs) in most languages, which are distinct from

other color terms that an individual might use to

name colors. (2) Color lexicons evolve from sim-
ple to complex, along highly constrained paths,

starting from two BCTs corresponding to warm-

or-light and dark-or-cool categories in the most
reduced lexicons and extending to 11 BCTs as

seen in English and other languages spoken in

industrialized societies. The Berlin and Kay the-
ory is the basis for a mainstream approach to

color categorization theory, along with its subse-

quent formulations using theWorld Color Survey
(WCS) data ([2–4, 7], see “▶World Color

Survey”).

While much empirical support exists for the
Berlin and Kay/WCS theoretical approach, alter-

native explanations have also been suggested.

Researchers directly involved in the WCS pro-
ject, who collaborated with Berlin and Kay, have

suggested that some linguistic societies might

follow alternative patterns of color lexicalization,
suggesting possible deviations from a hue-based

model of color category universality that was

central to the Berlin and Kay and WCS research
program. The suggestions raised, for example,

questioned whether a universal BCTs conjecture

positing “a total universal inventory of exactly
11 basic color categories exists from which the

11 or fewer basic color terms of any language are

always drawn” ([1], p. 2) was the best model to
describe the extensive amount of data accumu-

lated by the Berlin and Kay and WCS efforts.

Robert E. MacLaury was among those who
sought to explore alternative explanations,

which was the impetus for his direction of the

MCS project [11, 28–30]. In the 1970s MacLaury
was an anthropologist working with Brent Berlin

and Paul Kay, conducting fieldwork in Oaxaca,

Mexico, and later working on the World Color
Survey, and the Mesoamerican Color Survey was

the basis for his PhD dissertation obtained from

the University of California, Berkeley in 1986. In
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1997 MacLaury successfully used the MCS data

as the basis for an alternative color-naming and
categorization theory, called Vantage Theory

[28]. That approach presents a model of color

categorization at the lexeme level where color
categories are constructed as vantages (see

“▶Vantage Theory of Color”). In the context of

this approach, MacLaury’s book provides an
extensive inventory of the organization and

semantics of color categorization in

Mesoamerica.

The MCS: History, Methodology,
and Data

Historical Background
As noted earlier, the Mesoamerican Color Survey

(MCS) includes 116 surveyed societies, each

with a different Mesoamerican language or dia-
lect, assessing approximately 900 native-

language speakers from indigenous populations

in Mesoamerica. The MCS employed color stim-

uli from the WCS stimulus palette shown else-
where in this volume (see “▶World Color

Survey”). Figure 1 above visually illustrates

how the MCS substantially extends the geogra-
phy of areas surveyed and thus extends beyond

the wealth of information provided by the widely

cited and valued WCS. It does so by replicating
an estimated 20 languages found in the WCS,

providing observations for 96 additional lan-

guages using the WCS’ standardized data collec-
tion procedures. Such an extensive survey of

indigenous languages is likely no longer possible

in 2015, due to dramatic increases in exposure
over the last 25 years of native-language mono-

lingual speakers to English-language broadcast

media and entertainment.
The original MCS data was handwritten on

paper, and while MacLaury published analysis

and theory of MCS data (notably, [28]), thou-
sands of pages of raw MCS data have never

been publicly available and have not been

Mesoamerican Color Survey Digital Archive,
Fig. 1 Map depicting a portion of the geographic region
surveyed by the MCS from the border of the United States
to Nicaragua. Approximate locations of 116 MCS lan-
guages sampled are indicated as blue crosses, and 20 red

dots showWCS languages that duplicate some of theMCS
languages surveyed. Of note are the dense samples of
linguistically related MCS languages found in the areas
of Oaxaca (37 languages), Guatemala (30 languages), and
Mexico City (33 languages)
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subjected to the kinds of highly informative
methodological approaches that have more

recently been used to reveal the insights learned
from the WCS data (e.g., [3–6, 20, 21, 31, 32]).

MacLaury focused on MCS language groups

across Northwest Mesoamerica for a particular
reason: to investigate what he conceived as an

alternative theory of color category systems that

emphasized “brightness”-based categories in
naming – as an alternative to historically promi-

nent theories emphasizing hue-based categories

in naming – and to test hypotheses and give
interpretations of the data grounded in a relativ-

istic “framing” idea, which MacLaury called

Vantage Theory.
MacLaury employed the WCS methodology

from 1978 up until approximately 2004. Subse-

quent to 2004 the archive containing the MCS
was inactive, unlike that of the WCS, with its raw

data inaccessible to researchers while it was pre-

served in private storage by the MacLaury estate.
Beginning in 2010 funding to initiate preserva-

tion and digitization of the archive was obtained.

The initial preservation of the MCS archive,
including its estimated 70 additional worldwide

languages, came in the form of funding to pur-

chase the archive from MacLaury’s estate,
supported by the University of California Pacific

Rim Research Program (award to K.A. Jameson,

PI), and was augmented by a 2014 National Sci-
ence Foundation funding (#SMA-1416907,

K.A. Jameson, PI) that in part aimed to establish

a public-access digital archive of transcribed
MacLaury data and construct a user-friendly

Wiki to generally facilitate collaborative color

categorization research.

MCS Methodologies
Using individual samples and a color stimulus

array shown in the WCS stimulus palette (see
Fig. 1, ▶Kay and Cook’s ECST entry), the

MCS included three independent tasks done by

every native-language speaker surveyed. These
consist of (1) a “naming task” that involved the

free naming of 330 color samples presented in a

fixed random order; (2) a “focus task,” identifi-
cation of named category best exemplars or cat-

egory “foci”; and (3) a “mapping task” that

involved the demarcation of named category
boundaries, producing a “boundary map.” The

latter “mapping task” was used in Berlin and
Kay’s original work, but for simplicity was omit-

ted from theWCS. In the MCS, naming and focus

data were collected for 900 individuals, and the
mapping task method was reintroduced and

assessed on an estimated 365 individuals. Data

collection procedures used are detailed in works
of MacLaury [28, 29] and are also similarly

reviewed in WCS materials [2].

These MCS methods, along with the selection
of languages it assessed, permit an unprecedented

study of concept formation and linguistic repre-

sentation, because of the following: (1) Many
MCS languages are phylogenetically related to

varying degrees. (2) Many MCS languages

emphasize different perceptual dimensions (e.g.,
either primarily brightness or hue) and permit

new analyses of dimensional salience. (3) Most

MCS languages that satisfy (1) and (2) are related
spatially, or geographically, and are thus known

or expected candidates for linguistic borrowing,

drift, and bilingual influences.

MCS Data
The research scope of the MCS data is substantial

because it has features that can be exploited for
addressing a range of heretofore unexplored color

categorization research questions concerning

how color categorization systems evolve, how
semantic meaning drifts, and how meaning may

be impacted by the influences of neighboring

systems.
For example, Fig. 2’s representation of one

language family (Otomanguean, Glottolog:

otom 1299) shows one example that is well
represented in the MCS, and, like that shown in

panel (a), the MCS generally contains clusters of

phylogenetically related languages, usually from
contiguous geographic regions. Thus, for this one

language family, as Fig. 2a illustrates, the MCS

provides an estimated 369 surveyed participants,
for which most subdivisions shown in panel

(a) were assessed. Moreover, panel

(b) illustrates that for some subdivisions, using
Chinantec as an example, one may find several

variations: That is, the MCS has six variations
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that cover three different levels of Chinantec

language development/endangerment.
In addition, the MCS also has many languages

that emphasize different dimensions of color

appearance space compared to the hue-based sys-
tems emphasized by languages typically investi-

gated in the literature. For each language

surveyed, the actual MCS datasets typically
include detailed investigator notes or ethnogra-

phies, as well as the datasheets on the three tasks.

Variations on information contained and com-
mon formats of MCS datasheets are now

described and illustrated:

1. Naming task: Informants were asked to name

330 loose color chips in a fixed random order.

While investigators conducting the survey
tended to employ two datasheet formats for

collecting naming data, individual variations
do exist in the raw datasheets. Figure 3 shows

two common raw datasheet formats used to

collect naming task data. Image scans of raw

MCS datasheets, and for a currently limited

number of cases their transcribed digital data
files, are provided on the archive website

(detailed below).

Figure 3a, b show two common examples
of MCS naming task datasheet formats as raw

pdf image scans of the data. Panel

(a) illustrates only one page (samples 1–81)
surveyed from informant #1 (assessed in

Guarijio language) showing a “list format” in

which the investigator sequentially listed a
participant’s responses to 330 samples evalu-

ated in the fixed random order in which they

were assessed. Panel (b) shows a second com-
mon format in which the investigator reports

the participant’s responses to 330 samples,

evaluated in the same fixed random order, in
the appropriate row/column location on the

MCS stimulus palette (see Fig. 1 in

“▶World Color Survey”). The palette format
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Mesoamerican Color Survey Digital Archive,
Fig. 2 Example of the typical level of representation for
one language family (Otomanguean) found in the MC-
S. Panel (a) shows a map of Oaxaca and Mexico City
areas shown above in Fig. 1. Numbered color regions
represent Otomanguean family language branches listed
in inset (Retrieved on 12/02/2014 from “https://commons.
wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:Otomanguean_Lan
guages.png&oldid=89424714”. Image: wikipedia.org.
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Otomanguean_
Languages.png) exemplifying spatial density of related
languages that is typical of the MCS. Panel (b) shows one
of the family branches found in (a), namely, #9
Chinantec. Panel (b) shows a level of language diversity

and complexity typical of the MCS. In this example, six
forms of Chinantec data are illustrated in the MCS dataset.
Panel (b)’s six color dots locate MCS Chinantec languages
within the cloud of all living languages (i.e., small dots) in
relation to a language’s population (vertical axis) and its
level of development or endangerment (horizontal axis).
Blue dots are Developing (EGIDS 5) showing examples of
Chinantec in vigorous use, green dots are Vigorous
(EGIDS 6a) – unstandardized and in vigorous use among
all generations. Yellow dots are In trouble (EGIDS 6b-7)
(Chinantec living language data adapted and cited with
permission from www.ethnologue.com [33]. Used by per-
mission,# SIL International)
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Mesoamerican Color Survey Digital Archive, Fig. 3 MCS naming task datasheet formats shown as image scans of
the raw data
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of the naming task data often has participant’s

“focus” choices embedded in the datasheet as
can be seen in panel (b)’s column 0 which has

a “circled-X” symbol shown in cells A0 and

J0, recording the “foci” indicated by this par-
ticipant for color appearances which in

English language would gloss as the focus of
“white” and the focus of “black,” respectively.

2. Focus selection task: Informants were shown

the entire 330 color stimulus palette and asked
to select the best example, or focus, of each

different color name elicited in the naming

task (see [28, 29] for method details). Again,
individual variations do exist in the raw

datasheets. Figure 4 shows two common raw

datasheet formats used to collect focus selec-
tion task data. In panel (a) focus task data is

reported in conjunction with naming task data,

whereas in panel (b) focus selection task data
is combined with mapping task data (mapping

task is detailed below). In both formats shown

in Fig. 4, focus selections are indicated by
either a “circled-X” symbol (panel (a)) or by

a plain “X” symbol alone (as in panel (b)). In

focus task datasheets, it is common to find a
dictionary of color terms elicited at the bottom

of the sheet (as seen in both Fig. 4 panels).

Mapping task datasheets most frequently
delineate mapped category areas using

hatched markings (e.g., Fig. 4b); however

these data were also often recorded using
color pencils (as shown in Fig. 5 and described

in the next section). As with the naming task

data, image scans of raw MCS datasheets, and
transcribed digital data files for focus data, are

provided on the archive website.

3. Category mapping task: For the same color
category terms as in the focus selection task,

informants were shown the entire 330 color

stimulus palette and asked to indicate the
regions of the stimulus palette in which the

appearance of a given color term was

represented. The informants in this way
would map the color category stimulus

regions glossed by each color term for which

an investigator solicited a mapping (see [28,
29] for method details). This task is also

referred to as the rice mapping task in the

literature, because grains of rice were often

provided to informants to mark the many stim-
uli that were denoted by a given color term.

Figure 5 shows two raw datasheets, for

Guarijio and Chinantec languages, illustrat-
ing, above and beyond data variations, slight

variations in the ways investigators recorded
the surveyed information. Again, in some

cases Focus locations are recorded, whereas

in other Mapping Task datasheets Foci are not
recorded. In mapping task datasheets, it is

common to find a dictionary of color terms

elicited at the bottom of the sheet and a
pseudo-color code legend is given to interpret

the regions defined using a particular color

pencil as belonging to a specific color term
(as seen in both Fig. 5 panels). (In such

pseudo-color codes, the color of the ink used

is not to be construed as resembling the color
of the category data that it encodes.) As with

the other MCS data, image scans of raw MCS

datasheets are provided on the archive
website.

The above details of MCS data, including

Figs. 3, 4, and 5, convey the kind of coding
variation found throughout the datasheets in

the MCS archive. The variation is not wholly

unexpected as a large number of the 116 lan-
guages of the MCS were collected by different

investigators, at different locations, over the

approximately 5 years during which the MCS
was conducted. Notwithstanding this amount

of idiosyncratic coding style, the MCS raw

data, as well as the rest of the MacLaury
archive, appear to be of rather consistent and

thorough formatting concerning the data that

is collected, especially considering the mass of
information that exists in the estimated 20,000

pages of the archive.

The MCS and the Robert E. MacLaury
Color Categorization Digital Archive
(ColCat)

Recognizing the value in the MCS data, the inter-
disciplinary ColCat research group at UC Irvine

sought to convert the paper copy of MacLaury’s

Mesoamerican Color Survey Digital Archive 7



Mesoamerican Color Survey Digital Archive, Fig. 4 MCS focus and mapping task datasheet formats shown as
image scans of the raw data
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Mesoamerican Color Survey Digital Archive, Fig. 5 Two mapping task datasheet formats (panel (a) Guarijio and
(b) Chinantec languages) presented as image scans of the raw data
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research archive into a public-access digital data-
base, similar to that developed for the WCS by

Paul Kay and colleagues [2]. The entirety of
MacLaury’s MCS data is included in this ColCat
digital archive [34]. A major aim of the ColCat

project is to develop a platform to make the
archive, including the MCS data, readily avail-

able to the scientific research and teaching com-

munity. The project presently makes available
organized sets of scanned image files of datasheet

pages in the archive acquired from MacLaury’s

estate and continues to implement an intuitive
Internet-based user interface to serve as the

front end of a collaborative research space with

which researchers can readily explore and inves-
tigate their own basic research questions

concerning the MCS data, as well as the color

categorization data from other languages that
MacLaury assessed. As mentioned earlier, nei-

ther the raw MCS data nor the MacLaury

archive’s additional non-Mesoamerican lan-
guages have been systematically organized for

public use or previously published in an

unanalyzed form. The additional 70 color cate-
gorization surveys (many with only a single

informant, although others with frequently

many more, and the largest with 40 informants)
are valuable for their diversity in that they include

native speakers from a wide range of languages

including several Slavic languages, Hungarian,
several Salishan languages of the Pacific North-

west United States, Zulu and several other South

Africa/Zimbabwe languages, several native
American languages, Germanic languages, Euro-

pean languages, Asian languages, and more.

The Robert E. MacLaury Color Categoriza-
tion (ColCat) Digital Archive uses a content man-

agement system (CMS) for organizing, editing,

and publishing the contents of the archive to a
web-based graphical user interface (GUI) hosted

at http://colcat.calit2.uci.edu. A partial list of fea-

tures provided for the MCS through ColCat is
summarized below:

1. User access level permissions and controls for
the archive areas of the Wiki. User logins that

define various levels of access for researchers,

including those who may only want

unregistered access to view database contents.

Member level access for registered users who
want to interact with the database. Editor level

access as a trusted contributor to the database.

Administrator access for systems operators
who maintain database changes and review

and approve contributions made by editor
level users. Proper controls are implemented

to maintain long-term integrity of the archive

and to forestall loss and corruption of datafiles
as well as accidental losses of data.

2. Facilitated search and query tools for explor-

ing aspects of the datasets such as language
type, language family, specific color terms,

participant group subsets (e.g., by gender,

age, etc.), survey geographic locations, and
other filters that have been specified by con-

tent in the archived data.

3. Transcription quality indicators for evaluating
conversion accuracy of handwritten data con-

tent into digitally addressable datasets.

Because there are several ways the raw hand-
written data in the archive can be converted

into data addressable digital files (e.g., manual

transcription, crowdsourced transcription,
optical character recognition or OCR-based

transcription, linguistic expert transcription,

etc.), a useful feature of the ColCat Wiki
includes utilities that permit assessment of

each dataset’s transcription quality and com-

parison across multiple forms of transcription
of the same dataset. Transcription quality indi-

cators appear on every surveyed language’s

archive page, and, where appropriate, indicate
the degree of transcription completion, and

computed degree accuracy, for each lan-

guage’s transcribed datasets.
4. To encourage users to explore the archive’s

original raw datasheets, the ColCat Wiki pro-
vides each survey’s scanned image files of the
archive’s raw data organized in a browsable

catalog/library of pdfs (like those seen in

Figs. 3, 4, and 5 above). Onboard pdf files of
raw datasheets permit visual inspection of

investigator’s ethnographic notes and embel-

lishments; verification of digitized data con-
tent; and querying pdfs by language family,

10 Mesoamerican Color Survey Digital Archive



language type, location and so forth, as well as

querying by combinations of such tags.
5. An onboard suite of supporting resources for

color categorization research. For example,

(a) on every surveyed language’s archive
page (where appropriate and provided for by

the archive’s contents), maps of the geo-
graphic regions are provided where surveys

were conducted, permitting visualization of

geographical relatedness among the archive’s
datasets, as well as allowing for search and

identification of database contents by explor-

ing geographical locations (via a Google Map
plugin) where the actual survey data origi-

nated. (b.) Bibliographic resources highlight-

ing specific languages or language families,
including lists of peer-reviewed journal publi-

cations, books, relevant media, and reference

materials, provided for each of the archive’s
languages surveyed. (c.) Active links out to

relevant Internet resources, such as World
Atlas of Language Structures Database
(http://wals.info), and the public-access site

Ethnologue: Languages of the World Data-
base (http://www.ethnologue.com).

6. As mentioned above a major aim of the

archive project was to develop a platform to

make the archive’s data readily available to
the scientific research and teaching commu-

nity. Toward this end, the archive is designed

to function as a collaborative research space,
with user contributions enabled for trusted

contributors, an informal blog feature to

encourage a community of research exchange,
and a platform for sharing and communicating

results and for collective problem solving.

Additionally important was the aim of making

the digital archive’s data accessible to a broad

audience comprised of users with varying levels
of expertise in handling and analyzing large

amounts of data. For this reason, a set of ColCat
data tools was developed which allow users to
search, filter, and analyze data in ways that best

meet their research goals and technical abilities.

The planned data-handling tools and utilities
aim to facilitate, for all user levels, the use of the

archive’s contents for original color categoriza-
tion research studies.

The ColCat digital archive, including the
MCS, contains data at three levels:

1. Digital image scans, in pdf format, of approx-
imately 12,500 handwritten pages of color-

naming data, ethnographic notes, and support

documents from 116 Mesoamerican lan-
guages, plus pdf image scans of an additional

10,000 pages surveyed globally from other

languages and nations
2. Raw transcription data of these surveys

converted and collected through OCR, crowd

sourcing, and expert transcribers, and
3. “Official” transcription conversions for the

archive’s color-naming and categorization

data

The Wiki’s onboard data tools are designed

for visualizing and analyzing the computer-
addressable archive data at levels 2 and 3. Visu-

alization tools for transcription data (level 2)

include quantitative indicators of completeness
and quality of transcriptions for each language

and visualizations of the variance between or

within transcription methods for entire languages
or subsets of images within a language. Visuali-

zation tools for color-naming data (level 3) will

include visualizations of the aggregated color-
name mappings for each language including

information about the proportion of agreement

among all respondents or subsets of respondents
through the use of filters – i.e., based on gender,

age, etc.

Data export tools will allow users to download
both transcription and naming data (levels 2 and

3) in formats conducive to off-line analysis (i.e.,

CSV, Excel, etc.). Although information about
aggregated color-name mappings (level 3) will

be based on data from all subjects in a language,

users may be interested in computing and/or com-
paring consensus color-name mappings for sub-

populations based on their own criteria. To that

end, downloadable tools will allow users to take
the same analyses and visualizations that are used

on the Wiki for complete populations and apply

them to subpopulations that were exported by the

Mesoamerican Color Survey Digital Archive 11



user. The expectation is that a variety of user
types will employ the Wiki’s visualization tools

to help identify subsets of data in the archive that
meet specific research goals, while other

researchers will be more inclined to export data

in a familiar format (i.e., in an established WCS
format) and apply their own off-line analyses.

Regardless of the case, the ColCat data tools

make the entire archive’s data accessible to a
wide range of researchers, students, and other

scientists who would like to explore and learn

from the archive but are not well equipped to
manage and process large quantities of data.

Uses of the MCS Archive

As a complementary database to the World Color

Survey database, the addition of the MCS archive
allows for an even greater, more extensive,

assessment of behaviors of cross-cultural color

cognition and color naming. For example, recon-
sider the Fig. 2(a) discussion above, concerning

the 369 surveyed Otomanguean language family

informants for which MCS data exists. These
MCS informants can now be independently com-

pared to, or even analyzed in conjunction with,

the 175 previously surveyed WCS informants
from the Otomanguean language family. In addi-

tion to the novel surveys it adds, it is this kind of

duplication and augmentation that the MCS pro-
vides as a complementary database to the WCS

that will increase the value of both archives and

present new opportunities to greatly extend
understanding of how the data in the MCS and

theWCS inform on the questions originally asked

by the surveys’ directors, namely, what specifi-
cally are the universal and culturally specific

patterns of color naming and categorization that

can be empirically demonstrated for large sam-
ples of the world’s diverse languages and how do

they inform us on the larger question of general

human tendencies for categorizing and naming
objects perceived in the world.

Cross-References

▶Berlin and Kay Theory

▶Centroid and Boundary Colors
▶Color Categorical Perception

▶Color Category Learning in Naming-game

Simulations
▶Color Dictionaries and Corpora

▶Dynamics of Color Category Formation and

Boundaries
▶Effect of Color Terms on Color Perception

▶Multilingual/Bilingual Color Naming/

Categories
▶Vantage Theory of Color
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